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Product of Australia
Worksheet 1  Find the Secret Word

Worksheet 2  Alphabet Blocks

Worksheet 3  Little Crossword

Worksheet 4  Giant X-Word
Worksheet 5  Word Search

These are just a few. Many other words can also be found.

Worksheet 6  Scrambled Words

Different solutions from the one shown are possible

The winner is

Worksheet 7  Quiz - tick the correct word

Worksheet 8  Competition
Worksheet 9  Word Exchange

The word is: edge

The word is: feed

The word is: egg

The word is: beef

The word is: cage

The word is: aged

The word is: badge

The word is: cafe

Worksheet 10  Easy Anagrams

Worksheet 11  Add a Letter

Bed
Fad
Ade
Age
Add

A Bead
E Fade
F Deaf
D Aged
E Dead

G Badge
D Faded
C Faced
C Caged
D Added

Worksheet 12  Finding Wisdom

A stitch in time saves nine.  
All that glitters is not gold.  
Many hands make light work.  
A rolling stone gathers no moss.

Look before you leap.  
Crime does not pay.
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